
SURVEY  
(Please one form/person) send to: olivier.kah@univ-rennes1.fr 

 
A- Would you be interested in a Society for Fish Endocrinology (SFE)? 

1. YES            ☐ 
2. NO                   (Go to H and SEND ANYWAY PLEASE)    ☐ 

  
B- What would you expect from an SFE? (you may check more than one box) 

1. To promote collaboration and mutual support in the community   ☐ 
2. To support organizers of future ISFE meetings     ☐ 
3. To offer travel grant for students to attend ISFE meeting    ☐ 
4. To support organization of specialized regional courses    ☐ 
5. To be a visible partner for interactions with others societies   ☐ 
6. To increase the visibility of Fish Endocrinology     ☐ 
7. To raise funds from various sources       ☐ 
8. To promote a democratic functioning of the international committee  ☐ 
9. To offer reduced fees to ISFE meetings      ☐ 
10. To foster a sense of professional belonging to the field    ☐ 

 

C- How do you envision the relationships with related established societies? 
(you may check more than one box)  

1. SFE should be independent        ☐ 
2. SFE should join an International Federation of Endocrinological Societies ☐ 
3. SFE should include Reproductive Physiology of Fish (ISRPF)   ☐ 
4. SFE should coordinate with Fish Immunology     ☐ 

 

D- If an SFE was established, would you join it? 

1. YES            ☐ 
2. NO                   (If NO go to H)       ☐ 

E- What in your opinion would be an acceptable fee for full membership?  
(for a 4 year period 

1. 50€            ☐  
2. 100€            ☐ 
3. 150€            ☐ 
4. 200€            ☐ 

 
F- Would you be willing to help? (IF YES, please tick and explain how)   ☐ 
 
G- Comments and suggestions (IF FAVORABLE) 
 
 
 
 
H- Reasons for being opposed to an SFE (IF OPPOSED) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please provide your name and address (this will remain confidential: it is just to avoid counting 
twice the same person): 


